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If you have a crockpot or a slow cooker, you should definitely put them to good use and cook

Ground Beef with them. They are perfectly suited for that purpose. They give you the

assurance that the meat will remain moist for several hours, making sure that you can step way

for some time without a worry in the world. So yes, you should totally try them out.You know

what else you should try out? A cookbook dedicated to ground beef recipes. The recipes you

will find in this book are easy to make, even though they are not exactly conventional. They will

push you to your limits and widen your knowledge about ground beef. But then, you will have

the utmost fun.This book is designed to give you a brand new meaning to ground beef, so you

should totally grab it and get started as soon as you can.
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AfterthoughtsIntroductionXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXFrist things first…

What is ground beef exactly? Well, it is pretty simple. It is a combination of beef parts that have

been chopped very fine. The mixture usually contains grounded though and fatty parts of the

beef, so the overall composition makes a tender meat anyway. Because many different parts of

the beef can be used to produce the final product, the price of the ground beef is lower than

the price of most beef cuts.You will find below a quick reference guide table to help you

understand the different terminologies and percentages of fat VS lean in each

category.Basically, you should base you decision, your choice when purchasing on the amount

of fat contained in each ground beef package you can see at the meat counter. Note that

sometimes the ground sirloin is labeled as extra-lean ground beef, and so I can be the ground

round, so you should really rely on the fat content to be having a better idea. Although the

regular ground beef will be the one with higher content of fats, it will be the most flavorful and

might be a good option to cook burger on the grill, when you know the fat will be dropping off,

leaving your burgers juicy and “tenderlicious”!

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX To make it easier throughout his book, we

will simply refer to ground beef in all recipes, but please feel free to choose the most

appropriate type for your family.Amazing Ground Beef

RecipesXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX Recipe 1: Eggs on Ground

BeefI often prepare this breakfast full of proteins before we head out for a long day doing an

outside activity. It will give you a nice amount of energy to keep going. You could also combine



breakfast and lunch, so use it as a brunch dish for sure.Yield: 4Cooking Time: 45 minutesList

of Ingredients:• 4 large eggs• 1-pound ground beef• 2 minced cloves garlic• 1

Tablespoon HP sauce (steak sauce)• Pinch tabasco sauce• Salt, pepper• Optional as a

side dish: favorite green vegetables: asparagus, broccoli, green beans, side salad and

more.XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXInstructions:Heat some oil I the skillet

and start cooking the ground beef mixed with the seasonings, HP sauce and garlic.Meanwhile

prepare and cooked the fresh vegetables you have chosen.When the beef is done, set aside.

Use the same skillet, after drained the fat, and cook the eggs sunny side up.Assemble each

plate with a portion of ground beef, an egg on top and a side of fresh veggies.Recipe 2:

Yummy Sloppy Joe SlidersI love preparing sliders for family: they are so cute! I typically use

potato buns, but you can use white or wheat bread, I even use biscuits before for a change. Of

course because we can, we will add a twist to the traditional sloppy Joe recipe for the ground

beef. Eventually, we know you will also add your own special ingredients to make it

unique.Yield: 8-12Cooking Time: 35 minutesList of Ingredients:• 1-pound ground beef• 1

Tablespoon tomato paste• ½ can drained rinsed and drained seasoned black beans• 1

Tablespoon red wine vinegar
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unique.Yield: 8-12Cooking Time: 35 minutesList of Ingredients:• 1-pound ground beef• 1

Tablespoon tomato paste• ½ can drained rinsed and drained seasoned black beans• 1

Tablespoon red wine vinegar• 2 minced cloves garlic• ½ chopped red onion• 1 teaspoon



chili powder• 1 teaspoon smoked paprika• Salt, pepper• Sharp cheddar cheese

(slices)• 8-12 Hawaiian rolls, potato rolls, any rolls your prefer• Olive oil for

cookingXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXInstructions:Heat a large skillet to

medium heat, adding a little olive oil. Start cooking the ground beef with garlic, onion and all

spices.After 10 minutes or so, add the tomato paste, the vinegar and the black beans.Cook for

an additional 5 or 6 minutes, or until the meat is completed done. Mixing all ingredients

together. You should stir frequently to make sure the meat stays crumbly.Prepare to stuff each

roll with a generous portion of the meat and add half of slice of cheese if you want.Serve warm.

Perfect party appetizers.Recipe 3: Yummy Beef CrepesPerhaps you are used to prepare

crepes filled with ham and cheese or even asparagus, broccoli or chicken and a white sauce.

This time, let’s try to use the ground beef instead!Yield: 4Cooking Time: 45 minutesList of

Ingredients:•    Crepe mix (enough for 4-6)•    Unsalted butter
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